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FRITZ LANG’S INDIAN EPIC
After more than two decades of exile in Hollywood, master filmmaker Fritz Lang
returned to his native Germany to direct this lavish two-part adventure epic from a
story he helped to co-write nearly forty years earlier…
——————-

Architect Paul Hubschmid, en route to the (mythical) Eschnapur to build schools
and hospitals, fends off a tiger that’s attacked Eurasian dancer Debra Paget
(Broken Arrow, The Ten Commandments and erstwhile Elvis leading lady), then
falls hard – but the maharajah who’s hired him may have other ideas. Dazzlingly
shot in color on previously closed-to-the-public Indian locations, with Paget’s
risqué snake dance (in an apparently glued-on costume) a highlight. Previously
seen in the U.S. in a cut-in-half version, this is Lang’s completely restored epic.
Lang’s return to Germany, via India, was also a return to a silent film he coscripted with then-wife Thea von Harbou but didn’t get to direct.
—Bruce Goldstein, Film Forum
“Perhaps Lang's most open-aired use of color,
and wonderful, late-period entertainment.”
–Jeffrey Anderson, Combustible Celluloid
“Exciting, exotic and imaginative epic.”
–Dennis Schwartz, Ozus' World Movie Reviews

CAST
Seetha ……………………………………Debra Paget
Harald Berger…………………………….Paul Hubschmid
Maharaja Chandra………………….……Walther Reyer
Dr. Walter Rhode…………………….…..Claus Holm
Irene Rhode………………………..…….Sabine Bethmann
Bharani……………………………………Luciana Paluzzi
(credited on The Tiger of Eschnapur)

Prince Ramigani ………..……………….René Deltgen
Ya.ma ……………………………………Inkijinoff
Padhu …………..………………………..Jochen Brockmann
Bhowana …………………………………Richard Lauffen
Asagara ………………………………….Jochen Blume
Ramigani’s servant …………………….Helmut Hildebrand
——————-

CREW
Director…………………..……………….Fritz Lang
Producer ……………..………………….Artur Brauner
Production Manager……………….……Eberhard Meichsner
Production Company…………….….….CCC Filmkunst (Berlin),
in association with Rizzoli (Rome),
Régina (Paris), and Criterion (Paris)

Screenplay......................................... Werner Jörg Lüddecke,
from an original story by Thea von Harbou,
made famous by Richard Eichberg

Music………………………….………….Michel Michelet
(credited on The Tiger of Eschnapur)

Gerhard Becker
(credited on The Indian Tomb)

Director of Photography………….….…Richard Angst
Art Directors……………………….…….Willi Schatz, Helmut Nentwig
Costumes for Debra Paget..….……….Günter Brosda
Costumes.............................................Claudia Herberg
Editor....................................................Walter Wischniewsky

THE TIGER OF ESCHNAPUR (1958, 101 minutes)
Harald Berger, an engineer hired for a massive construction project by Chandra,
the Maharaja of Eschnapur, is on his way to the palace. His path crosses with a
beautiful but mysterious woman, whom he manages to save from the jaws of a
man-eating tiger. She is Seetha, a temple dancer, and is also traveling to
Eschnapur, in order to marry Chandra.
Chandra gratefully thanks Berger for rescuing Seetha and treats him as a good
friend. Berger, however, is depressed because he has fallen in love with Seetha,
and realizes that she has similar feelings towards him as well.
Berger waits for the arrival of his brother-in-law, Dr. Walter Rhode, an architect
who is his partner on the project. He passes the time by inspecting the hallways
and dungeons of Chandra’s palace for damage. In the process he become familiar
with their many elaborate underground passages.
Chandra’s half-brother, Prince Ramigani, who is eager to replace him as
Maharaja, plots to have Seetha kidnapped during a hunting trip. Chandra
manages to rescue her, but Ramigani reveals the relationship between Seetha
and Berger. Chandra does not want to believe him, but his suspicions are aroused.
Recognizing the danger they are in, Berger asks her to run away with him.
Chandra, however, sees them together and in a rage has his rival chased through
the palace’s underground labyrinth directly into the tiger’s den. He gives his former
friend one last chance: if he succeeds in killing the tiger, his life will be spared.
Because of his vast knowledge of the dungeon passageways, Berger is able to
defeat the beast. Realizing that he will not achieve his deceitful goals so easily,
Ramigani helps Seetha rendezvous with Berger, and the two lovers escape.

THE INDIAN TOMB (1959, 102 minutes)
Harald Berger and Seetha’s flight from the Maharaja is riddled with misfortune.
Exhausted, they finally collapse in the desert, where they are found half-buried in
sand. Villagers secretly nurse the couple back to health, but a poor farmer among
them cannot resist the reward on their heads and reveals their location. Seetha is
captured, while Berger falls from a precipice and is presumed dead.
Berger’s brother-in-law, the architect Dr. Walter Rhode, arrives in Eschnapur with
his wife, Irene. No one seems to know anything about Berger, and their inquiries
are met with silence. Quite unexpectedly, Rhode receives an order from Chandra
to build a massive tomb, and under pressure, he agrees to construct it.
Ramigani, Chandra’s throne-hungry half-brother, tries to convince Chandra of
Seetha’s innocence since their marriage now will benefit him politically. Meanwhile,
he conspires to bring the commander of the Maharaja’s troops over to his side.
Chandra forgives Seetha, but she still will not agree to marry him. In anger
Chandra slaps her in the face and tells her that the grand tomb he is building is for
her, and she will be buried alive in it. Ramigani, however, gets Seetha to change
her mind. He tells her that he is holding Berger captive, and she agrees to marry
Chandra when Ramigani promises to set Berger free.
Meanwhile, Ramigan’s revolt is in full swing. Chandra has been captured and his
most trusted men have been killed. The rebels seem to have won, but the troops
remain loyal to their ruler, and in the end, they decide the battle in his favor.
Chandra now recognizes the errors of his ways. He renounces Seetha, puts her in
Berger’s care and dedicates himself to a life of penitence.
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